
JOB POSTING 

Position: Media & PR Manager  

Reporting to: Director of Marketing  

Location: Toronto, Ontario  

Term: Full-Time 

 

 

 
 
Overview 
Butterfield & Robinson’s continued success depends upon maintaining its place as a market and brand leader in its field. 
The Media & Public Relations Manager is responsible for maintaining and developing B&R’s brand image through our 
relationships with the outside world (media and travellers). You will be the brand voice of the company in communication 
to Media but also supporting how we are experienced at Traveller events. Your role is to increase brand awareness 
resulting in qualified new leads. You will win attention for the brand using your expertise, wit, knowledge and passion for 
furthering the reputation of B&R as the leader in luxury travel.  
 
This position has the following responsibilities: 
Media 

 Be the brand’s biggest advocate; you are evangelical in your praise of B&R; 

 Manage the delivery of the company’s brand and messaging to media through various channels;    

 Create and manage a communication plan for Media; 

 Own the interaction of B&R to all Media, including writing monthly email sends, press releases, interacting on 
social media and photography requests; 

 Serve as the company’s primary interface with media, creating opportunities to make introductions to the correct 
B&R expert based on topic;   

 Build relationships with VIP media and develop personalized plan for communication with them;  

 Facilitate the role of B&R’s Chairman and the President in the development and maintenance of key relationships;  

 Monitor awards for where B&R or one of its people should apply, complete those applications; 

 Ensure that the media database is up to date, adding and revising contact details on an ongoing basis; 

 Track all inquiries and report on media mentions and ensure they are used to promote B&R via our own channels; 

 Monitor and report on trends in the high-end market with a specific emphasis on travel; and 

 Facilitate the placement of writers on trips.  
 

Public Relations 

 Assist in the planning of B&R’s client and industry events, supporting the event owner in creation of brief and 
budget;  

 Manage invitations for traveller events; and 

 Manage and champion the development and execution of innovative public relations.  
 
Accountability 

 Develop and implement a relevant set of performance metrics; 

 Develop appropriate tracking mechanisms and monitor efforts with marketing and for ROI measurement; and 

 Provide quarterly reports on effectiveness and spend.  
 
 



The ideal candidate will have the following experience and qualifications: 

 Proven experience working in Media and Public Relations required, preferably in the travel and/or luxury industry; 

 Strong relationships with industry media; 

 Experience acting as a company spokesperson;  

 Expertise with MS Office applications (Outlook, Excel, PowerPoint, Word); 

 Fiscally responsible and experience in maintaining a budget; 

 Relevant event planning experience; 

 Social media savvy and adaptable to new digital tools; 

 Post secondary education in Communications, or a related discipline; and 

 Knowledge of the business of B&R is an asset. 
 
 
The ideal candidate will have demonstrated all of the following skills and characteristics:  

 Great organizational, administrative and project management skills; capable of managing multiple projects and 

effectively prioritizing, while remaining flexible  

 Outstanding interpersonal, written and verbal communication skills;  

 Thorough comprehension of English grammar, syntax and spelling with editing skills; 

 Understanding and appreciation of a creative and flexible work environment; 

 Creative and independent thinker and problem solver with sound judgment; and 

 Has an enthusiastic and professional attitude, and pays extremely close attention to detail. 
 
 
Please apply to:        
  Robin Wark, Director of Human Resources and Administration, Butterfield & Robinson  

email:  Robin.Wark@butterfield.com      300-70 Bond Street, Toronto, ON   M5B 1X3   www.butterfield.com  
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